Start from here →

- Complete UCEED page
- How to start and what to practice for UCEED
- Weekly timetable for UCEED Strategic Prep
- UCEED FAQ’s

**Previous Papers Solutions:**

- UCEED 2017 Previous paper solutions
- UCEED 2016 Previous paper solutions
- UCEED 2015 Previous paper solutions
- Answer key to UCEED official sample question paper

CEED Part A is 80-90% similar to UCEED syllabus. So, it’s a good practice to solve CEED previous papers and mock tests too. Here I’m leaving the available solute keys

- CEED 2017 Previous paper solutions
- CEED 2016 Previous paper solutions
- CEED 2015 Previous paper solutions
- CEED 2014 Previous paper solutions
- CEED 2013 Previous paper solutions

**Resources and Material collections:**

- A comprehensive UCEED Resource list
- Useful online webpage list
- List of famous personalities
Tips on solving some Reasoning Ques
3d Solid manipulation and Improving imaginations skills
Useful materials from NID resource page

Resource from other pages
Resource from CEED Part A

Practice (Mock) tests for UCEED
Mock test 1
Mock test 2
Mock test 3
Old model practice questions
Practice ques for UCEED
CEED Mock test 4
CEED Mock test 5
Model aptitude and Numerical ques for UCEED

Quick Links
UCEED Syllabus list for one month quick practice
UCEED last minute priority topics list
Time Management and last minute tips for UCEED Exam
List of Design institutes after 12th
What shall I do if I didn’t get admission/rank
UCEED priority topics check-list for last three day checklist

Note: Don’t practice sketching for UCEED!